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' Thanks to the furious terror against the working class, the 
two fascist government-parties have, as a matter of fact, obtained 
a narrow majority in the Reichstag and in the Prussian Diet. 
The procedure of the fascists in Hamburg, Bremen, Hessen, 
B,aden, Wuerttemberg, Sax�ny and Bavaria-in each case a coup
d et_at -clearly shows the lme of further development. Hitler's
storm troops occupy the Ministries and town halls, and where 
they encounter a weak resistance the Reich's government inter
venes and transfers the executive power to the S.A. leaders. 
President Hindenburg, whom the social democratic party elected 
as the "guardian of the Constitution," gives his signature to all 
these coup d'etats. In the South German states the centre and 
the B�varian people's party have capitulated. In actual fact 
the Hitler-P�pen g<?vernment is all-powerful to-day in Germany. 
But even this ommpotence cJ.oes not suffice in order to " exter
minate Marxism." 

The position of the German nationalists in the government 
has been very weakened as a result of the election success of the 
national socialists. Whilst up to 5th March the differences 
between the _ two g�)Vernment parties were easily bridged over, 
as fo� the time be�ng they were pursuing the common aim of 
c�shmg the_ workmg �lass and securing their position, these
differences are now agam coming to the forefront. Very symp
tomat�c of the�� differences was General Blomberg's proposal to 
proclaim a military state of siege, i.e., to transfer the whole 
executive power to the Reichswehr, which suggestion, however, 
Hitler promptly rejected. 

The most important thing to be taken into account in 
judging the immediate future development is the fact that the 
world crisis of capitalism has again become further aggravated 
as a result of the American financial crisis. The intensified 
world economic cr�sis is bound to have an effect upon Germany. 
The class antagomsms, and also the differences witlrin the bour
_geoisie in Germany, will again increase on the shaken economic 
f.oun�ation ; the economic misery among those sections of the
w?rkmg ·people who support the national socialists, and whom 
Hitler cannot and will not give either bread or freedom will act 
as a factor disintegrating the fascist ranks. 

The se?ond m_o�t important thing is the extreme aggravation
of the foreign political antagonisms. The strained situation in 
Danzig caused by the landing of Polish troops on the western 
platte has sharply raised the question of the eastern frontiers of 
Germany_. Th�. increase_ of the fascist apparatus of power by
the_ Nazi auxiliary police and certain developments in the
Reichswehr have not remained unobserved in Paris and will 
undoubtedly not fail to have an effect. ' 

. !he thir_d and ?lost important thing to be borne in mind in
Judgmg the immediate development is the fight of the German 
wo�king class. He:e it should be noted in the first place that the 
social democracy is still continuing its policy of capitulation. 
It s�rren�ers '.111 positions to fascisw without a fight, endeavours 
to disso�iate itself as much as possible from Communism, and 
seeks with all means to oppose the Communist efforts to lead 
the masses in�o the fi�ht against fascism, and this in spite of the 
fact that �ascism contmues to suppress organisations of the social 
democratic i:arty. The natio�al socialists already threaten to 
take possessiol:1 of the _ :eformist trade union organisations and 
convert them mto auxiliary organisations of fascism. A part of 
the �orkers are becoming rapidly revolutionised and demanding 
fightmg ·measures ; another part are still defeatist and console 
themselves with the hope that fascism· will make " a mess of 
t4ings." 
. . For: the German working class, however, the most important
thmg will be how far the Communist Party will succeed, in spite 
of the monstrous persecutions, which have been increased since 
the election,s, in carrying on i�s work among the masses and setting 
up the umted front of action, above all in the factories and 
workshops. 

Anti,Nazi Demonstrations in Madrid 
Berlin, 9th March, 1933. 

. The. German press reports that the German Ambassador
m Madn_d has protested to the Spanish government against 
�ommumst demonstrations in front of the German consulates 
m Barcelona and Seville. In Seville the consulate is said to 
have been damaged by the demonstrators. The Spanish govern
men_t expressed regret and promised to provide special police pro
tection for all the German consulates through the country. 

PRESS VIEWS 

"Pravda ,> on the Final Results of the 
Elections in Germany 

The " Pravda," in its leading article of 7th March, entitled 
"An enormous Political Victory of the C.P. of Germany," states: 

� 
The 4,800,000 revolutionary proletarians in Germany who 

voted for the Communist Party have given a fitting answer to the 
fascist dictatorship. The national socialists maintain that they 
have won the election. They maintain that on 5th March 
the nation pronounced its allegiance to them. The inner signi
ficance of the result of this year's Reichstag elections lies in the 
fact that in spite of the tremendously exaggerated vote allegedly 
cast for the national socialists, the proletariat of Germany has 
remained faithful to the end to its revolutionary flag, to the heroic 
Communist Party of Germany. 

German fascism has achieved this election result by means of 
a flood of provocations. The terror reached its highest point after 
the fire in the Reichstag. On the day of the election, not a single 
legal workers' paper appeared in Germany. Agitation for the list 
of the Communist Party meant immediate arrest, in some cases 
even death. The Gorgulov people are keeping secret the number of 
victims of the fascist terror in the last few weeks. According to 
the calculations of the "Times," since ISt of January last 
95 workers have been murdered by fascists. 6,000 revolutionary 
workers have been thrown into prison in the last 7 to 8 days. 
These are the official figures. The actual number of the arrested 
is, however, considerably higher and amounts to 10,000. The 
leader of the Communist Party and of the proletariat of Germany 
the Hamburg transport worker Comrade Ernst Thalmann, is in 
prison. 

The utter shamelessness of the wirepullers goes so far that 
they seek to represent their spies and provocateurs as agents of 
Moscow. German fascism mobilised all its forces in order by 
means of a frontal attack to shatter the advance-guard of the 
European working class, the proletariat of Germany. This frontal 
attack of fascism has been repelled. That is the most important 
political result of the elections. 

The elections have shown what deep roots the Communist 
Party has struck in the broadest strata of the toiling masses. ' · 
Deprived of its press and of all possibilities of legal agitation, 

, declared to be outlawed, the Communist Party of Germany, which 
is connected by thousands of threads with the proletariat and the 
working masses, has in these days of unbridled, savage fascist 
terror raised still higher the flag of Communism. 

A third of the German people has been compelled to silence 
by fascism. It attempted to intimidate another third. The 
remaining third it attempted to bribe. On the eve of the elections 
the fascist dictatorship, with huge pomp, proclaimed a great 
favour which should be granted to the German people : 40,000 

centners of butter and 75,000 cwt. of rye were to be distributed 
among the "true subjects of the Third Empire." How cheaply 
German fascism wishes to buy the millions of toilers of Germany, 

Nevertheless the national socialists have not achieved their 
aim. They do not possess that majority of which they dreamed. 
They have not succeeded in ousting the Communist Party from 
its positions in the most important industrial centres, although 
they made use of every means. All forms of coercion, -every 
possible falsification, of which the world press speaks already m 
its first comments on the election results, played a by no means 
unimportant role in swelling the national socialist vote. It is a 
fact that, for instance, in East Prussia the agricultural workers 
were escorted to the poll and compelled to cast their vote for the 
national socialists. And this plainly shows to what methods 
the fascists have been able to rig the elections in their favour. 

Under these conditions the decline in the number of votes 
cast for the Communist Patty is unimportant. There is no doubt 
that as a result of the fascist terror a part of the workers did not 
vote at all. There is no doubt that a part of the votes cast for the 
Communist Party have been declared to be invalid. It is not due 
to chance that at this election there were 322,000 " invalid votes," 
whilst at the elections in November, 1932, only 64,000 votes were 
declared to be invalid. The decline in the number of votes cast 
for the Communist Party is the result of the fascist terror. 


